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Notes for the Charts 

• In Chapter 64 of Ling-Shu, the twenty-five types people of the five elements are mentioned. 
• Each element is represented by sound, (Jue, Zhi, Gong, Shang, Yu) 
• The archetype of each person is noted as Shang-(corresponding sound). For example, Wood 

type is Shang-Jue (上角), Fire archetype is Shang-Zhi (上徵). 
– Shang means up, upper, greater, or above. Henry Liu translated it as “Upper”  
– Personally, I think one cannot translate the passage’s terms literally. Dr. Wei-Chieh Young suggests 

that it has much to do with the Chinese musical theory, below is an excerpt for his interpretation: 
• In the ancient time, there were the five musical notes: Jue, Zhi, Gong, Shang and Yu. The notes 

were arranged in a sequence of clarity-turbidity & high-low. 
– Jue is the one in the middle in term of clarity-turbidity & high-low. 
– Zhi is second highest and second clearest 
– Gong is the lowest and most turbid 
– Shang is the second lowest and second most turbid 
– Yu is the highest and clearest 

• The clarity-turbidity (tone) & high-low pitch is determined by the alteration of the Gong-note of 
the Huang-Zhong [Yellow Bell, C-note], namely the 12 pitches of the Chinese chromatic scale. 
There are many variations to it, for example, Jue-note has the variations of Zheng (authentic), 
Pian (off), Tai (sharp?) and Shao (flat?) – which gives its names such as Shang-Jue, Da-Jue, Zuo-
Jue, Tai-Jue and Pan-Jue (as seen in the description of the text). 

• In an overview, the five sounds represents the five elements: Jue is Wood, Zhi is fire, Gong is 
Earth, Shang is Metal, and Yu is Water… within each element, there are many variations just like 
the musical note – thus we have 25 different types of characters 

 

high 
clear 
 
low 
turbid 

Yu (Water) 
Zhi (Fire) 
Jue (Wood) 
Shang  (Metal) 
Gong (Earth) 
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Notes for the Charts (Cont.) 

• In each of the element, there are five variations in the following orientation: 
– One is named after the element’s Yin-Official and without a directional orientation 
– Four are oriented into four quadrants in relationship to the element’s Yang Official 

• To make the charts: 
1. I put the quadrants in their described orientation.  
2. Then I put the Yin-Official on the center top (I did it simply because “Shang” means 

“top,” as noted in the archetype – which has no whatsoever basis of support from the 
text.) With the Yin Official on center top of the quadrants, we have a center-less five 
element movement cycle. 

3. I mark the Yin Official as the same elemental within, then I mark the Within’s according 
to the Sheng cycle sequence. 

• There are some visible flaws in this interpretation though.   
– It does not explain anything about the musical notation in the titles of the Within’s. 
– According to the text, the orientation probably should be a classical (four-direction & 

center) orientation instead of the Sheng cycle movement that I’ve arranged.  

• Having revealed my darkest secrets, this chart is created mostly for fun, and not 
for a rigorous academic investigation. So, have a good laugh and don’t be too 
serious! - Allen, last edited on 4/22/2014 
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Superior Jue 
 

Talented, mind-laboring, 
weak  physical strength, 

many worries, hard 
working. 

 

Yielding 
Hesitating 

Greater Jue 

Leg  
Terminal Yin 

Graceful 
Leisurely 
Content 

Left Jue 

Following 
Obedient 

Big Jue 

Pushing Forward 
Progressive 

Half Jue 

Upright 
Righteous 

Musical Note: 
 

角 Jue 
E Note 

木形之人 
Wood Type People 

Physical Features:  
 

Looks like the Green 
Emperor of the East. 

 
The Person is green, 

having small head, 
long face, broad  

shoulders, straight 
back, small frame, 

good hands & feet. 

Seasons: 
 
Like spring  
and summer, 
cannot 
tolerate 
autumn and 
winter.  4 



Superior Jue 
 

Talented, mind-laboring, 
weak  physical strength, 

many worries, hard 
working. 

 
Yielding 

Hesitating 

Greater Jue 

Leg  
Terminal Yin 

Graceful 
Leisurely 
Content 

Left Jue 

Following 
Obedient 

Big Jue 

Pushing Forward 
Progressive 

Half Jue 

Upright 
Righteous 

Alternative Orientation of 
Wood CF & Within’s 
based strictly  
on the text 
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Zhang Jing Yue’s Commentaries for Wood Features 

• The person is green with small head: manifesting the summit of Wood 
• Long face: Wood has a long shape 
• Broad shoulders and back: Wood has a large torso 
• Straight body: Wood’s body is straight 
• Small hands and feet: Wood’s twigs are thin 
• Talented/capable: Wood can be crafted and manufactured to become working 

materials, it is the application of Wood. 
• Mind laboring: Wood promotes/catalyzes growth endlessly, it is the manifestation 

of Wood energetic. 
• Weak physical strength: Wood’s nature is soft. 
• Many worries and hard working: Wood cannot stay still 
• Likes spring and summer; cannot tolerate autumn and winter: With Yang, the 

Wood grows; with Yin, the Wood withers. 
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Notes for Wood CF Within’s 

• Wood Within 
– The title is 足厥陰, which means Leg’s Terminal Yin – which is the name of the 

Liver meridian, the Yin Official of Wood. 
– Characteristic is 佗佗然, which literally means graceful, beautiful, and content. 

• Zhang Jing Yue (ZJY): gentle tendons with leisurely attitude; Young Wei 
Chieh (YWC): gracefully content; Liu Yue (LY): doing things leisurely; Henry 
Liu (HL): attitude of content. 

• Fire Within 
– The title is 釱角, 釱 means fetters or linchpin. 

• Huang Fu Mi (HFM)*: also as 右角: right Jue; (ZJY): also as 右角: right Jue; 
(YWJ): big; (LY): big or greater; (HL): huge. 

– Characteristic is 推推然, which means pushy, progressive, moving forward. 
• (HFM): also as 鳩鳩然, 鳩 means dove/pigeon or gathering together;  

(ZJY): pushing forward; (YWC): pushing forward; (LY): doing things 
progressively; (HL): progressive attitude. 
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*note: Huangfu Mi’s work provided the earliest commentaries of the Inner Cannon based on the copy available in 
his time in 256-282 AD, which was 500 years before Wang Bing’s authoritative edition and 800 years before the 
official edition of the Song Imperial Court. Thus Huangfu Mi’s copy of the Inner Cannon is different from what we 
have today. As much of the later studies have been based on Song or Wang Bing’s edition of the Inner Cannon, 
Huangfu Mi’s comments at times should only be taken with a grain of salt. 



Notes for Wood CF Within’s (Cont.) 

• Earth Within 
– The title is 左角, 左 means left, assisting. 

• (HFM & ZJY): also as 少角: lesser Jue. 
– Characteristic is 隨隨然, which means following, easy going. 

• (ZJY): following and obedient; (YWC): obeying others; (LY): following; (HL): 
followers. 

• Metal Within 
– The title is 判角, 判 means dividing, distinguishing, judging. 

• (ZJY): 判 means 半, which means half; (YWJ & LY & HL): half. 
– Characteristic is 栝栝然, 栝 literally means the nock of the arrow. 

• (ZJY): upright and righteous; (YWC):栝 is the stove wood, it means upright 
and righteous; (LY): doing things in an upright/righteous manner; (HL): 
square attitude. 
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Notes for Wood CF Within’s (Cont.) 

• Water Within 
– The title is 大角,大 means big, great, old, important. 

• (ZJY): 大 means 太, which means greater; (LY): above; (HL): greater. 
– Characteristic is 遺遺然, which means hesitating on a winding road, or free at 

ease without a hurry. 
• (ZJY): gentle and yielding; (YWC): yielding, not rushing forward; (LY): doing 

things with hesitation; (HL): polite and conservative. 
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Superior Zhi 
 

Bold/energetic, 
unconcerned about wealth, 

lacking confidence, many 
worries, sees things clearly, 

cares about appearance. 
Impatience leads to 

premature sudden death. 

Superficial 
Frivolous 

Greater Zhi 

Arm 
Lesser Yin 

Truthful 
Authentic 

Lesser Zhi 

Pleasant 
Suspicious 

Right Zhi 

Unwilling to fall 
behind 

Enthusiastic 

Half Zhi 

Self-Contented 
Scattered 
Relaxed 

Musical Note: 
 

徵 Zhi 
G Note 

火形之人 
Fire Type People 

Physical Features:  
 

Looks like the Red 
Emperor of the South. 

 
The person is red, 

having broad fleshed 
back, lean face, small 
head; good shoulder, 

back and abdomen; 
small hands & feet; 

Steady silent gait; 
quick wits; swings 

muscles of the 
shoulders and back 

while walking.  

Seasons: 
 
Like spring  
and summer, 
cannot 
tolerate 
autumn and 
winter.  10 



Zhang Jing Yue’s Commentaries for Fire Features 

• The person is red: Red is the color of the Fire 
• Lean face and small head: Fire has a sharp peak 
• Good shoulder, back and abdomen: Fire moves upward and fills/flourishes in the 

middle. 
• Small hands and feet: There is little sideway movement/branching of the Fire. 
• Steady silent gait: Fire is heavy on the lower body. 
• Quick wits: Fire’s nature is rapid. 
• Swings while walking: Fire manifests as movement. 
• Bold/energetic: Fire is Yang and has much energy. 
• Unconcerned about wealth: It is Fire’s nature to mostly scatters. 
• Lacking confidence: It is Fire’s nature to change easily. 
• Many worries, sees things clearly: Fire brings clarity and lights candles. 
• Cares about appearance: Fire’s color is bright and clear. 
• Impatience: It is fire’s nature to be anxious and impatient. 
• Premature sudden death: Hurried, impatient nature does not last for long. 
• Likes spring and summer; cannot tolerate autumn and winter: The Yang [Fire] 

reigns in spring and autumn and fears the Water. 
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Notes for Fire CF Within’s 

• Fire Within 
– The title is 手少陰, which means Arm’s Lesser Yin – which is the name of the 

Heart meridian, the Yin Official of Fire. 
– Characteristic is 核核然, 核 means kernel(s), core, meticulous, authentic. 

• (HFM): also as 竅竅然,竅 means hole, key opening, thorough penetration 
(of the mind); (ZJY): Fire does not scatter and form into shape; (YWC): 
truthful, authentic; (LY): expressing honestly; (HL): honest people. 

• Earth Within 
– The title is 右徵, 右 means right, aiding in favor of. 
– Characteristic is 鮫鮫然, 鮫 means shark. 

• (HFM & ZJY): also as 熊熊然, strong/brilliant presence; 鮫鮫然 means 
jumping up eagerly. (YWC): unwilling to fall behind; (LY): active 
expression; (HL): aggressive attitude. 

• Metal Within 
– The title is 少徵, 少 means lesser, little, missing, younger. 
– Characteristic is 慆慆然, which means a long period of time, prolonged chaos. 

• (ZJY): no objection, but with suspicion; (YWC): optimistic and joyous; (LY): 
suspicious personality; (HL): pleasant personality. 
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Notes for Fire CF Within’s (Cont.) 

• Water Within 
– The title is 質判, which means judging/dividing quality. 

• (ZJY): also as 質徵. It is below 質徵, thus it is titled 質判:  half of 質 (for質, 
see Wood Within below); (LY): 質半: half of 質 or 少徵: lesser Zhi; (HL): 
half quality Zhi. 

– Characteristic is 支支頤頤然, which means sound of chewing on food. 
• (ZJY):支支: scattered, 頤頤: contented, pleased with oneself; (YWC): 

scattering all worries, feeling relaxed, happy, self-content; (LY): scattered, 
or contented expression; (HL): optimistic attitude. 

• Wood Within 
– The title is 質徵, 質 means nature, simplicity, humility. 

• (HFM): 太徵: greater Zhi; (ZJY): also as 質之人: man of simplicity/humility 
or 大徵: big Zhi; (LY): 太徵: greater Zhi; (HL): quality Zhi. 

– Characteristic is 肌肌然, which means fleshy and muscular. 
• (ZJY): superficial; (YWC): superficial knowledge and behaviors; (LY): 

frivolous expression; (HL): superficial knowledge. 
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Superior Gong 
 

Peaceful mind, likes to 
benefit others, dislikes 
power, likes to follow 

others. 

Gentle 
Yielding 

Agreeable 

Greater Gong 

Foot 
Greater Yin 

Sincere 
Faithful 
Honest 

Left Gong 

Calm 
Diligent 

Persevering 

Lesser Gong 

Smooth 
Mellow 
Tactful 

Extra Gong 

Dignified 
Prudent 

Musical Note: 
 

宮 Gong 
C Note 

土形之人 
Earth Type People 

Physical Features:  
 

Looks like the Yellow 
Emperor in Center. 

 
The person is yellow, 

having round face, 
big head, good 

shoulders and back, 
wide abdomen, 

strong thighs and legs, 
small hands & feet, 

fleshy muscles; even 
upper and lower 

structures; steady 
silent gait; walking 
without lifting legs 

high   (walk in small 
steps) 

Seasons: 
 
Like autumn 
and winter, 
cannot 
tolerate 
spring and 
summer 14 



Zhang Jing Yue’s Commentaries for Earth Features 

• The Person is yellow: Earth’s color is yellow. 
• Round face: Earth’s shape is round. 
• Big head: Earth is wide and flat. 
• Good shoulders and back: Earth’s body is thick. 
• Wide abdomen: Earth is wide and bears all. 
• Strong thighs and legs: Earth governs the four limbs 
• Small hands & feet: Earth flourishes in the center. 
• Fleshy muscles: the congregation/assembly of Earth. 
• Even upper and lower structures: the lavishness and richness of Earth. 
• Steady silent gait: Earth is steady and heavy. 
• Walking without lifting legs high: The great (atmospheric) Qi lifts it. 
• Peaceful mind: It is Earth’s nature to be harmonious and peaceful. 
• Likes to benefit others: Earth transforms/manifests into other beings. 
• Dislike power: Earth has self-respect. 
• Likes to follow others: Earth stores dirt and accepts filth. 
• Like autumn and winter, cannot tolerate spring and summer: Earth is afraid of 

wind and dampness. 
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Notes for Earth CF Within’s 

• Earth Within 
– The title is 足太陰, which means Foot’s Greater Yin – which is the name of the 

Spleen meridian, the Yin Official of Earth.  
– Characteristic is 敦敦然, which means working diligently, untiringly; or an 

assembly, a gathering. 
• (ZJY): heavy, steady and solid. (YWC): sincere, faithful and honest; (LY): 

honest and sincere nature; (HL): sincere attitude. 
• Metal Within 

– The title is 少宮, 少 means lesser, little, missing, younger. 
• (ZJY): it is to the right of 大宮, greater Gong, thus it is the lesser Gong. 

– Characteristic is 樞樞然, 樞 means center, hub, pivot. 
• (ZJY): round and rotating: meditating smoothly and wholesomely; (YWC): 

smooth, mellow, and tactful; (LY): interacting smoothly and evasively; 
(HL): easy-going attitude. 
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Notes for Earth CF Within’s (Cont.) 

• Water Within 
– The title is 左宮, 左 means left, assisting. 

• (HFM & ZJY): also as 眾之人: man of the multitudes or 陽明之上: above 
the Yang Ming . 

– Characteristic is 兀兀然, which means motionless, dazed, or diligent. 
• (ZJY): independent and motionless; (YWC): diligent, hard working, 

persevering; (LY): motionless, interacting calmly and steadily; (HL): 
dedication. 

• Wood Within 
– The title is 加宮, 加 means increase, addition, plus. 

• (ZJY): also as 眾之人: man of the multitudes, as it is below 大宮, greater 
Gong; (HL): extra Gong. 

– Characteristic is 坎坎然, which means just now, clanking, full of dangers, 
barren, joy, anger, or upright and outspoken. 

• (HFM): also as 烗烗然, 烗 means ablaze and flourishing; (ZJY): deep and 
solid; (YWC): sound of steady laboring, it means prudent and dignified; 
(LY): prudent interaction; (HL): serious attitude. 
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Notes for Earth CF Within’s (Cont.) 

• Fire Within 
– The title is 大宮, 大 means big, great, old, important . 

• (HFM): also as 太宮, greater Gong. 
– Characteristic is 婉婉然, which means politely yielding, gentle, bending. 

• (ZJY): yielding, gentle, following the flow of nature; (YWC): gentle and 
agreeable; (LY): expressing gently and harmoniously; (HL): kind attitude. 
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Superior Shang 
 

Honest and 
incorruptible, impatient, 

can be both still and 
active, fierce in 

movement; good 
candidate for gov’t 

official 

Honest 
Clean 

Upright 

Big Shang 

Arm 
Greater Yin 

Firm 
Resolute 
Truthful 

Lesser Shang 

Solemn 
Serious 

Left Shang 

Insightful 
Perceptive 

Moral 

Right Shang 

Free and Easy 
Having no worry 

Relaxed 

Musical Note: 
 

商 Shang 
D Note 

金形之人 
Metal Type People 

Physical Features:  
 

Looks like the White 
Emperor of the West. 

 
The person is white, 

has square face; 
small head, back, 

shoulders, abdomen,  
hands and feet; thick 

and hard heels as 
though there is an 

extra bone; light 
bones (or frames). 

Seasons: 
 
Like autumn 
and winter, 
cannot 
tolerate 
spring and 
summer 19 



Zhang Jing Yue’s Commentaries for Metal Features 

• Square face: Metal has a rectangular shape 
• The person is white: Metal’s color is white 
• Small head, back, shoulders, abdomen, hands and feet: Metal is minute and solid. 
• Light bones (or frames): Metal is heavy throughout the body and it does not have 

bones. Thus bones cannot be heavy by themselves. 
• Honest and incorruptible: Metal’s nature is pure and clean. 
• Impatience: Metal’s nature is firm and just. 
• Can be both still and active, fierce in movement: It is Metal’s nature to be still, but 

when it’s moving it’s fierce and powerful. 
• Good candidate for government official: Metal is solemn and mighty. 
• Like autumn and winter, cannot tolerate spring and summer: Metal likes cold and 

fears fire. 
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Notes for Metal CF Within’s 

• Metal Within 
– The title is 手太陰, which means Arm’s Greater Yin – which is the name of the 

Lung meridian, the Yin Official of Metal.  
– Characteristic is 敦敦然, which means working diligently, untiringly; or an 

assembly, a  gathering (same wording as Earth CF Earth Within). 
• (ZJY): hard, firm and solid; both Arm and Leg Greater Yin (Lungs and 

Spleen) are 敦敦, but they are slightly different, as metal is hard and Earth 
is heavy. 

• (YWC): unshakable, resolute and truthful; (LY): sincere and solemn; (HL): 
tough attitude. 

• Water Within 
– The title is 左商, 左 means left, assisting. 

• (ZJY & LY): also as 大商: big Shang. 
– Characteristic is 監監然, which means perceptive, independently upright 

without relying on others. 
• (ZJY): insightful, perceptive; (YWC): sharp, perceptive, able to tell right 

and wrong; (LY): able to scrutinize; (HL): moral attitude. 
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Notes for Metal CF Within’s (Cont.) 

• Wood Within 
– The title is 少商, 少 means lesser, little, missing, younger. 
– Characteristic is 嚴嚴然, which means harsh, painful, biting cold, rigidly tight. 

• (ZJY): serious, solemn; (YWC): solemn, prudent; (LY): serious, solemn; 
(HL): strict attitude. 

• Fire Within 
– The title is 右商, 右 means right, aiding in favor of. 
– Characteristic is 脫脫然, which means slow and relaxed. 

• (ZJY & LY): free, natural and unrestrained; (YWC): free, easy, relaxed, free 
of worries; (HL): relaxing attitude. 

• Earth Within 
– The title is 釱商, 釱 means fetters or linchpin. 

• (HFM): also as 太商: greater Shang; (ZJY & YWC): big; (HL): huge. 
– Characteristic is 廉廉然, which means slim and fragile. 

• (ZJY): pointedness; (YWC): leading an honest and clean life; refusing to be 
contaminated by evil influence (in self-preservation); (LY): honest and 
upright; (HL): clean attitude. 
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Superior Yu 
 

Lack of respect and 
fear, fond of lying, 
typical death by 

murder/slaughter 

Peaceful 
Noble  

Secured 

Yu of  
Fetters 

Leg 
Lesser Yin 

Vague 
Impractical 
Corrupted 

Yu of  
Multitudes 

Frank 
Pure 
Clean 

Great Yu 

Proud 
Complacent 

Lesser Yu 

Bending 
Twisting 
Evasive 

Musical Note: 
 

羽 Yu 
A Note 

水形之人 
Water Type People 

Physical Features:  
 

Looks like the Black 
Emperor of the North. 

 
The person is black, 
has rough face, big 

rhombic head, small 
shoulders, big belly, 

active hands and feet; 
sways body when 

walking; longer lower 
abdomen and back. 

Seasons: 
 
Like autumn 
and winter, 
cannot 
tolerate 
spring and 
summer 23 



Zhang Jing Yue’s Commentaries for Water Features 

• The person is black: Water’s color is black. 
• Rough face: Water has waves. 
• Big head: Water has wide surface. 
• Rhombic jaws: Water flows rapidly from the height 
• Small shoulders: Water has thin branching. 
• Big belly: Accepts all things like the ocean. 
• Active hands and feet; sways body when walking: The movement of water flowing. 
• Longer lower abdomen and back: Water flows for a long distance. 
• Lack of respect and fear: Water’s nature hastens downward, it never moves 

upward.  
• Fond of lying: Water has no solid matter.  
• Typical death by murder/slaughter: Water has no sense/reason (or lasting 

affection), thus it is bound to encounter disasters. 
• Like autumn and winter, cannot tolerate spring and summer: Water reigns in the 

autumn and winter, wanes in the spring and summer. 
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Notes for Water CF Within’s 

• Water Within 
– The title is 足少陰, which means Leg’s Lesser Yin – which is the name of the 

Kidney meridian, the Yin Official of Water.  
– Characteristic is 汗汗然, which means a wide body of water without boundary. 

• (HFM): 污污然, 污 means filth, polluting, smearing; (ZJY): moistening, 
wetting, nourishing; (YWC): empty talks, impractical; (LY): 汙汙然 , 
corrupted not upright; (HL): vague attitude. 

• Wood Within 
– The title is大羽, 大 means big, great, old, important . 

• (HFM): also as 太羽: greater Yu; (HL): greater Yu. 
– Characteristic is 頰頰然, 頰 means cheek(s). 

• (ZJY): complacent expression; (YWC): proud, complacent expression; (LY): 
calmly pleased with self; (HL): self-complacent attitude. 
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Notes for Metal CF Within’s (Cont.) 

• Fire Within 
– The title is 眾之為人, which means man of the masses, multitudes. 

• (ZJY): 眾 means 常: ordinary, frequent, constant; also as 加之人: man of 
extra(s); other variations [of Yu] all address greater or lesser, but here 
speaks of the multitudes or constancy (眾). Its intention is to emphasize 
that water’s constantly variable shape. Even with the constant change, it 
can be clean and pure, thus it is 眾.  

• (YWC): also as 眾羽: Yu of multitudes or 左羽: left Yu; (LY): 眾羽: Yu of 
multitudes, as the ordinary Water manifestation; (HL): mass (left) Yu. 

– Characteristic is 潔潔然, 潔 means clean and honest. 
• (ZJY): clean and pure; (YWC): frank, leading a honest and clean life 

untainted by evil influence; (LY): honest, pure, having integrity; (HL): frank 
attitude. 

• Earth Within 
– The title is 少羽, 少 means lesser, little, missing, younger. 
– Characteristic is 紆紆然, 紆 means bending, twisting, distorting. 

• (ZJY): bending, flattering, complicating; (YWC): bending, twisting, not 
frank; (LY): sociable, circular speech; (HL): evasive attitude. 
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Notes for Metal CF Within’s (Cont.) 

• Metal Within 
– The title is 桎之為人, which means the man of fetters/shackles. 

• (ZJY): 桎: it is stuck in a situation where it is not moving; 桎 is not 
mentioned in any other place but this one. Water’s nature is to flow; 
however it can be contained by a device and becomes still and motionless. 
Thus 桎 is used here. 

•  (YWJ): also as 桎羽: Yu of fetters or 右羽: right Yu; (LY): 桎羽: Yu of fetters, 
as the Water manifestation that dislikes movement; (HL): fetter (right) Yu. 

– Characteristic is 安安然, which means gentle, slow, stable, calm, peaceful. 
• (ZJY): calm, quiet, still. (YWC): peaceful mind, noble, virtuous; (LY): calm, 

secured, peaceful; (HL): spontaneous attitude. 
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